
	

	

Kia Ora!  

You are receiving this information because you had indicated you would like to hear about this 
research when it was published (e.g. those of you who helped with participant recruitment: thank you!). 
The study in question was titled “How Does the Use of Smartphones Change for New Mothers? A Pre- 
and Post-Partum, Matched Controlled Observational Design”, and it was completed at the end of 2020.  

This research question was formulated in response to an emerging corpus of literature demonstrating 
that using a smartphone while caring for infants is associated with suboptimal outcomes for the 
parent/child relationship, and therefore child development. Thus far, there has been an absence of 
empirical information about the extent to which mothers’ smartphone use reflects an understanding of 
potential harm, and whether their smartphone perceptions, intentions and behaviours change at the 
transition to parenthood.  

In response, this summary reports on what was the first known study to measure the changes to new 
mothers’ smartphone use at the transition to parenthood. The professionals who marked the thesis 
said: “the topic that has been investigated and the data that has been collected are important and 
make a valuable contribution to understanding new mothers’ use of smartphones”, while the other 
marker wrote about our study’s “unique approach to filling the documented gap in the collection of 
objectively measured data”.  

Some key findings: 

• We found that the pregnant women (n=65) used their phones for an average of 205 minutes/day, 
while their research buddies (“RBs”) (n=29) used their phones for an average of 198 minutes/day 
at the first phase of the study. 
 

• Also at the first phase, the pregnant women recorded an average of 53 phone pickups per day, 
while the RBs picked up their phones an average 54 times per day. 
 

• At phase two, after the babies had arrived, both groups recorded increases in both of those 
measurements. 
 

• New mothers used their phones an average of 253 minutes per day, while the RBs used their 
phones for an average of 211 minutes/day. 
 

• Meanwhile, the new mothers picked their phones up an average of 58 times/day at phase two, 
and the RBs picked their phones up an average of 61 times/day. 
 

• In contrast to these measured increases of phone use, both groups saw reductions in their scores 
on the Mobile Phone Problem Use Scale, 10 question version (MPPUS-10), a self-report scale 
designed to assess problematic use or overuse	of the smartphone. 
 

• This might suggest that our perceptions of our smartphone use do not necessarily reflect our 
objectively measured smartphone use. 
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• Using a “Likelihood Scale” to determine a person’s intentions to use their smartphone across a 
variety of circumstances, there was no statistically significant difference in the scores of a new 
mother’s likelihood to use her smartphone, with the exception of “while feeding an infant”. There 
were significantly more new mothers who identified with being “Highly likely” to use their phones 
while feeding an infant in Phase II than there had been in Phase I, suggesting that this practice 
was commonplace among those in our sample. 
 

• These findings, along with other results from the survey, reinforce the need to support people 
(especially parents) in making wise and informed choices about their smartphone use. This could 
ensure they are able to enjoy the benefits of smartphone use, while minimising the potential for 
harm to their personal wellbeing from smartphone overuse. Such support would encourage 
parents to use their smartphones mindfully, prioritising their relationships with their babies. 

If you’d like to see the thesis in its entirety, please find it here: 

https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10092/101323/McCaleb,%20Miriam_Master's%20Thesis.p
df?sequence=1 This is free to download, but it is a pretty big file (3.9MB/179 pages).  

Any questions or comments, please email me miriam.mccaleb@pg.canterbury.ac.nz.  

Thank you for your interest in this research.  

My best, 

Miriam 


